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one of the most heart-wrenching scenes in harry potter and the goblet of fire is the unveiling of the marauder's map. the movie opens with harry potter's 11-year-old friends ron and hermione discovering the map, which has been in their family for generations. it shows the four main hiding places of harry potter's enemies throughout the world, and when they find the map,
they hide it in the back of their goblet of fire in the hogwarts library, so that no one can use it to get them. when they discover that the prophecy is coming true, and voldemort is about to become the lord of the world, ron and hermione's father, arthur, is forced to reveal the map. in harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban, harry potter is in a race to find the missing infant
son of sirius black (portrayed by bridget jones's diary star, helena bonham carter). he discovers that the missing child is actually sirius's adopted son, harry. as the final battle approaches, harry, ron, and hermione make a discovery that will change their lives forever. they find out that one of them is a wizard, and that their destiny is intertwined with this person. harry finally

learns how to control his magic and avoid voldemort's curse. he learns the truth about voldemort, dumbledore, grawp, and voldemort's horcruxes. he also learns how to defeat voldemort's magical army, including the fearsome dementors, who torture and torture souls. meanwhile, voldemort has other plans for harry. will harry and his friends survive, or will voldemort's
plans come to fruition?
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harry and dumbledore agree to become partners in defense against the dark lord voldemort (ralph fiennes). i find it interesting
that dumbledore is so much younger than the other wizards. that's what happens when you come from a different world; you
stay young. the next film in the harry potter movie series opens the book series up in the outside world, introducing us to a

new wizarding world. this time around, harry potter has been selected to represent his school in a tournament, where he will
compete against the other schools for the chance to win a whole new world of magical wonders. but as the movie begins, he

discovers that the tournament isn't as innocent as it seems. he must now take on a new mentor in the form of albus
dumbledore, and, to his dismay, he learns that his old friends have been kidnapped by the dementors, a magical force who

take the souls of those who die. the third harry potter movie (and the only one in the series not written by j.k. rowling) is often
called the best in the series for its dark tone and strong characters, and its fittingly named dark arts teacher, dolores

umbridge. the movie takes a harder look at the world of harry potter and introduces some new characters, like rita skeeter
(played by sex and the city alum, chris o'donnell), who is first introduced in harry potter and the goblet of fire as a columnist
for a tabloid. umbridge is portrayed by sex and the city star, kelly bishop. the fourth harry potter movie delves even further

into the world of the harry potter books, showing the events that happen when harry is sent to find his uncle vernon (the
father of harry's best friend hermione). the film shows how harry came to be a wizard, and how his quest to find his uncle

vernon goes from a simple search to a full-on war with voldemort (portrayed by lord of the rings star, ian mckellen).
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